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Demonstrating high performance
 for a broad use.

The fixed marker line of the tension
 of a band saw are always carried
 out with the gage.

It pursued the ease of using.

Can manage, cutting, and processing of all 

frozen food including a bonito, swordfish, or a 

tuna at high speed. Moreover, You can cut 

fish block depending on the size you desire.

Max cutting height

Dimensions (table)

Height (table)

Dimensions (machine)

Weight

Blade size

Power source

Motor

Band saw revolutions speed

wheel rolling speed

620mm

1500mm x1300mm

820mm (casterless 800mm)

1608 x 1300 x 2129mm

600kg

35 x 0.8 mm or 50 x 0.9mm

200V 3-phase 50/60Hz

3.7kw 4P

1310/1570m/min

660/790rpm

The tension condition of a band saw 

influences greatly the quality of cutting and 

processing operation, and safe maintenance. 

600S of AKIYAMA installed the gage so that a 

band saw could always be uniformly 

stretched by proper strength.

By a large table, it is best for cutting 

processing of a tuna or any other bigger fish. 

As for standard type (slot type), a fish is 

stabilized by inserting the dorsal fin of a tuna 

in a slot, and it can perform a center cut 

simply and safely. Although a (stuck type) is 

mainly used for loin processing of a bonito, it 

is the type which can be used to other type of 

fish. Easy to use and flexible.

Maintenance is easy.
The desorption of a band saw can also be 

made easy by a rotation type tension handle. 

There is no necessity for lubrication and a 

grease up. Since machine have caster 

wheels, it is easy to move and cleaning also 

becomes easier.

Durability is boast.
The main frame is a product made from all 

stainless steel. Since it excels in 

corrosiveness-proof, it is strongly sanitary 

also to rust.

The achievement supported by pros
 all over the country.

Including main places of fish processing, 

such as Yaizu, Shimizu, and Misaki, 600S 

were introduced into you, major company 

processors all over the country, and are 

satisfied. 600S reduces the cutting scrap of 

the fish thus gaining the support of the big 

people in fishing industry because of the big 

savings they get from low-cutting-loss.

Safety is the basic priority of 
AKIYAMA.

Each AKIYAMA band saw is designed using 

safety requirement.†Blade has safety cover 

and has sliding bar to adjust the cover 

depending on the size of the fish to cut. 

Moreover, vibrations are eliminated and 

safety brakes are provided, thus safety is 

raised. 
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